
• Expanded field of view for a more 
immersive experience

• Eye and hand tracking for realistic 
hologram manipulation

• Lightweight, dial-in fit for comfortable, 
longer wear

• Seamless sign-on with Microsoft Hello®

• And more

Insight helps you 
manage business 
today and transform 
the future.

Benefits
• Keep hands on the task with voice 

command capabilities.
• Safeguard information with 

enterprise-grade security.
• Complete tasks with useful 

information in sight.
• Enhance training in  

realistic settings.

1.800.INSIGHT  |  insight.com

Business challenge
When doing difficult work or thinking through complex scenarios, workers are limited by 
what they can see, the information they can remember or the possible outcomes they 
can imagine. Mixed reality provides a breadth of opportunities to change this and give 
workers all the information they need to work smarter.

How Microsoft HoloLens 2  
will help your organization
Microsoft® HoloLens® 2 harnesses the power of spatial computing in a revolutionary 
wireless headset that transforms how work gets done. Leverage the capabilities of 
Microsoft mixed reality applications and Insight’s expertise to help your employees 
work more efficiently, cost-effectively and safely.

HoloLens 2 features include:

Microsoft
HoloLens 2
Harnessing mixed reality to
transform business

Related services
Data & AI

Digital strategy

Intelligent applications

IoT & smart edge

Industry use cases
Architecture,
engineering and
construction

Preview designs at scale, reconstruct 3D models quickly and 
improve work safety.

Education
Enhance learning by enabling students to investigate and 
explore subjects in exciting new ways.

Government and 
utilities

Visualize complex data in 3D project environments to optimize 
safety and costs.

Retail
Lower the barrier to purchase and empower customers to shop 
beyond physical inventory with virtual catalogs.

Healthcare
Envision a surgery before it starts or ensure flawless surgical 
procedures.

Manufacturing
Optimize operations and decrease training times in assembly 
and maintenance processes.

Our partner



End-to-end mixed reality offers
From procurement through deployment, Insight offers end-to-end expertise and support to help you integrate mixed reality 
into your business.

Purchasing options
Your business may outright purchase the HoloLens 2 for the listed price of $3,500 or take advantage of financing or leasing.

Subject to approval. Plus applicable tax. Payments based on a $3,500 device price. End-of-leasing term options: (a) return device, (b) purchase device for its current market 
value or (c) keep using the device on a month-to-month basis. End-of-financing term options: automatic termination; title transfers to the end user.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. 
We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create 
meaningful experiences. 

Microsoft® HoloLens® 2 
Dynamics 365® apps

Microsoft Remote Assist — Empower technicians to collaborate more efficiently by working together 
from different locations with Dynamics 365 Remote Assist on HoloLens, Android or iOS® devices.

Microsoft Guides — Operators learn during the flow of work by providing holographic instructions 
when and where they’re needed. These instruction cards are visually tethered to the place where the 
work must be done and can include images, videos and 3D holographic models.

Learning and development 
services

Empowering your team with the knowledge to drive adoption. We focus on enabling the end users 
who are impacted by the change, so they understand how to do their job efficiently and effectively 
Day 1 by utilizing the new tools and processes as appropriate.

Design thinking
workshops

Our tiered workshops include activities and deliverables that enable the project team and 
stakeholders to understand progress, make necessary adjustments and deliver valuable outcomes.

Insight solutions
Our platform and services are designed to convert your organization’s existing knowledge base into 
an intuitive, hands-free visual system to be used anywhere, anytime. Leverage all the power of mixed 
reality and your content without being connected to the cloud or any other service.

Custom application
development

With Insight’s Immersive Technology Professional Services, you’re empowered to explore, develop 
and prove a Mixed Reality (MR) solution to solve your business challenges, quickly. By leveraging our 
team of AR/VR/MR experts, we’ll tackle your greatest business challenges together.

Device
management

As part of our Managed Endpoint solution, we offer a full suite of powerful tools. We’ll help you 
select the right technology that organizes, simplifies and automates your enterprise endpoint 
management strategy.

Device Qty Agreement Term Monthly payment per device

HoloLens 2

1–3

Leasing

24 months $136.83

36 months $104.10

4–15
24 months $135.51

36 months $103.10

1–3

Financing

24 months $162.08

36 months $111.22

4–15
24 months $160.46

36 months $109.59


